Only 16.76% Of Students Vote
Results To Be Sent To Wingfield

The Student Government elections did not receive the 20 percent needed to validate the election under Article XV of the B.U.E. bylaws. The percentage of votes received was 16.76 percent. The Student Government Election Committee will therefore have to go to President Clyde J. Wingfield for validation of the results. The tentative listing of the winners, subject to presidential approval and as follows:

CHAIRPERSON
Linda Havlicek

Vice-Chairperson
Richard Easley

Treasurer
Angelica Franklin

Secretary
Alfred Pavia

Assistant Secretary
Martin Friedmutter

SOPHOMORE
-聲中七
-聲中七

JUNIOR
-聲中七
-聲中七

SOPHOMORE REPRESENTATIVE
-聲中七
-聲中七

JUNIOR REPRESENTATIVE AT LARGE
-聲中七
-聲中七

REPRESENTATIVE AT LARGE
Michael Pizzi

Officer-At-Large
Deborah Brown

Business Representative
John Forman

STUDENT SENATE
-聲中七
-聲中七

A Letter From
Alon Shark,
Chairman
University Student Senate

A new policy for "J" grade

The Offices of Curriculum and Student Affairs, and Public Administration, and the School of Business and Public Administration, hereby announce the following policy, effective immediately:

Students are required to be present during the examination of the class during the first 10 minutes of the lesson, and at the end of the lesson, the lessons will be divided into 10 minutes. Any student who is absent for any reason, whether not reported, is required to present themselves at the start of the lesson, and at the end of the lesson, the lessons will be divided into 10 minutes.

Any student who is absent for any reason, whether not reported, is required to present themselves at the start of the lesson, and at the end of the lesson, the lessons will be divided into 10 minutes.

Any student who is absent for any reason, whether not reported, is required to present themselves at the start of the lesson, and at the end of the lesson, the lessons will be divided into 10 minutes.

Any student who is absent for any reason, whether not reported, is required to present themselves at the start of the lesson, and at the end of the lesson, the lessons will be divided into 10 minutes.
Freedom And Responsibility, Identical Twins

By Dr. Frances Temares

With the explosion of new freedoms, the academic circle and the student community have labored to win for them. Last year's Student Government took the student power on the Baruch scene. One of the most important jobs of the Baruch Women's Committee, and one of the most important jobs of the Student Congress, is the establishment of a Student-Congress-Committee.

One of the reasons for facility and understanding in the academic circle is that there is a steady growth of publications and publications of various types. The non-student population; leaders are leaders for all times, for certainly we shall all remember, after the spring unrest of 1970, the BCCC, a student-proponent of faculty rights. Today, leadership has always exercisedminsterly in their responsibilities, an obligation. Faculty registration, a year ago, was bandied about in terms of the actual synoptic change. In addition to which there were some regular and casual procedures, not the time they were bandied, but the time that just weren't being met. To understand this, one must dig into what procedures were bandied at the time, what the responsibilities for keeping up with work in class are that bring out students, people. Upperclassmen, freshmen, bombarded with new responsibilities, frustrated, bombarded with new obligations from a faculty point of view.

Temares - The biggest problem with the new building is the physical registration. As bad as it is, there are only about 250 people to be registered, so that the maximum at the end of it is. It is wisdom, then, to realize that we have to start in the environment and in human relationships, and to consider the annual spring escape to Fort Lauderdale, Florida, where college students come into contact with one another. The student doesn't like, much on the outside of the University, the nesting of offspring elsewhere, and the need for terms of the actual synoptic change. Physical registration and the annual spring escape to Fort Lauderdale, Florida, where college students come into contact with one another. The student doesn't like, much on the outside of the University, the nesting of offspring elsewhere, and the need for terms of the actual synoptic change. Physical registration and the annual spring escape to Fort Lauderdale, Florida, where college students come into contact with one another. The student doesn't like, much on the outside of the University, the nesting of offspring elsewhere, and the need for terms of the actual synoptic change. Physical registration and the annual spring escape to Fort Lauderdale, Florida, where college students come into contact with one another. The student doesn't like, much on the outside of the University, the nesting of offspring elsewhere, and the need for terms of the actual synoptic change. Physical registration and the annual spring escape to Fort Lauderdale, Florida, where college students come into contact with one another. The student doesn't like, much on the outside of the University, the nesting of offspring elsewhere, and the need for terms of the actual synoptic change. Physical registration and the annual spring escape to Fort Lauderdale, Florida, where college students come into contact with one another. The student doesn't like, much on the outside of the University, the nesting of offspring elsewhere, and the need for terms of the actual synoptic change. Physical registration and the annual spring escape to Fort Lauderdale, Florida, where college students come into contact with one another.
**Sinners In The Hands Of An Angry President?**

The fate of the Student Body is held in the hands of the President Winger. It is true that Student Government should not be taken lightly by the President. The importance and necessity of Student Government is important to them. Perhaps a year of no President should appoint all the students who want for offices. These students could bring some color to an otherwise dull scene. If God and The Student Center, and "drop it.

**Student Body Politic**

You can choose A or B; the honest, direct
A: "I sometimes wonder why a few students are so apprehensive about the Student Body's position in the Student Center. But I'm not saying that the Club Office Crisis. Be that as it may, I'm a member of the Student Government and I believe that the Club Office Crisis is a good thing."

B: "I, too, am a member of the Student Government and I believe that the Club Office Crisis is a good thing."

**The Great Baruch Pulse Health Food**

*Question of the Week*

From a Reader: "A problem is the fact that I've never been able to understand the concept of a pulse. Why would someone take a pulse?"

Answer: "A pulse is the rhythmic contraction of the heart. It is measured by placing your finger on your wrist."

**Traveling Between 50th Street and 23rd Street**

**The Outsider**

**Why We Are Baruch**

**The Great Baruch Health Food**

*Question of the Week*

*Answer:* "A pulse is the rhythmic contraction of the heart. It is measured by placing your finger on your wrist."
Edward Rotbman, our pre-law advisor, and Dean Daniel T. Kimbal, Director of Admissions, will be available for questions on applying to law school in room 4 South on Thursday, October 12, from noon to 1:00 PM. The annual Law School Forum, sponsored by the Sociology Club, will be held on Tuesday, October 3, from 1:00-3:00 PM in room 614, 24th Street Building. All students are encouraged to attend.

Ticket - Last year there was a rush to have tickets reserved. This year would be no better as a bonus for the fact that the doors would be open. The reason why this proposal was made is that we could make sure that we would have enough room so that we could ensure the availability of the space needed to accommodate everyone. The space available may be 100 or more seats.

Ticket - Well, the fact is that if we were to have such a special opportunity, a special group of students would be able to have such a special opportunity. The fact is that we have to work out a plan to ensure that we have enough room so that we could ensure the availability of the space needed to accommodate everyone. The space available may be 100 or more seats.

Ticket - The Sociology Club will hold an organizational meeting on Thursday, October 5, from 1:00-3:00 PM in room 614, 24th Street Building. All students are encouraged to attend.

TICKER - I just wanted to let you know that there is a special opportunity coming up for you. If you're interested in applying to law school, be there!!

A wealth of information awaits you - you have to know. The forum will be held at noon in room 4 South, Mr. Walter A. Rafalko, Dean of Admissions of the college, will be there to answer all your questions. Also the program will be held at the library, Mr. Walter A. Rafalko, Dean of Admissions of the college, will be there to answer all your questions. Also the program will be held at the library.

Important! If you're seriously considering applying to law school, be there!!

A CINEMATIC ACHIEVEMENT. A fitting monument to a proud, impacting motion picture. Max von Sydow • Liv Ullmann

"AN EXQUISITE SWEDISH FILM THAT IS THE STORY OF THE MAKING OF AMERICA. Max von Sydow and Liv Ullmann are outstanding. This is a film that refreshes the spirit and that the film is a part of - and of this unusually fine film!" -Judd Cred, New York

"AN UNDENIABLY GREAT MOVIE! A film of overwhelming impact, an impressive project."

"THE EMIGRANTS. A thoroughly running masterpiece from Sweden - Best foreign film I've seen this year!"

"A CINEMATIC ACHIEVEMENT. A fitting monument to a proud, valiant people. Max von Sydow and Liv Ullmann are letter-perfect." -Bob Zalagni, Group W Radio (WINS)

"TICKER - I just wanted to let you know that there is a special opportunity coming up for you. If you're interested in applying to law school, be there!!"

Today's Army wants to hook you

"THE MILITARY AND WAR - The Military and War"

"WAR IS PROTECTION - Protection is Love"

"AN EXQUISITE SWEDISH FILM THAT IS THE STORY OF THE MAKING OF AMERICA. Max von Sydow and Liv Ullmann are outstanding. This is a film that refreshes the spirit and that the film is a part of - and of this unusually fine film!" -Judd Cred, New York

"AN UNDENIABLY GREAT MOVIE! A film of overwhelming impact, an impressive project."

"THE EMIGRANTS. A thoroughly running masterpiece from Sweden - Best foreign film I've seen this year!"

"A CINEMATIC ACHIEVEMENT. A fitting monument to a proud, valiant people. Max von Sydow and Liv Ullmann are letter-perfect." -Bob Zalagni, Group W Radio (WINS)

"TICKER - I just wanted to let you know that there is a special opportunity coming up for you. If you're interested in applying to law school, be there!!"

Today's Army wants to hook you
AN EYE FOR AN EYE
by Gary Greig

Black in the shriveled elf, somewhere between the dark and the gray, I see the tear stained eyes of a child. It's been a long day, a long time since I've slept. The story of the elf is one of pain and sorrow, of loss and despair. It's a story that we all know too well.

The Elf, Mr. Everything, is a character in the film "Santa Claus: The Movie." He is a symbol of the pain and suffering that can be caused by war and conflict. His tears are a reminder of the human cost of war, a reminder that we must work to prevent such tragedies from happening.

The film "Santa Claus: The Movie" is a powerful reminder of the importance of peace and understanding in our world. It is a film that we can all learn from, and one that we should all remember.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1972
Drama Society to Stage Feiffer

On Thursday, Oct. 3, the Bronx (New School) held its annual cabaret, presenting the first production of the Improv Troupe. The show was directed by Prof. Jules Feiffer, writer of the famous play, "Squeaky Wheels." The Improv Troupe, which consists of undergraduate students, performed a variety of short plays and skits, including Feiffer's "Squeaky Wheels," as well as other original works. The show was well-received by the audience, who enjoyed the talent and creativity of the student performers. The Improv Troupe is an integral part of the New School's Theatre Department, and this production was a testament to their hard work and dedication.

Italian Society Has First Meeting

On Sept. 28, the Italian Society had its first meeting of the semester. The meeting took place at 12:30 PM in the Faculty Lounge, 24th St. Bldg. The Italian Society is a student organization that promotes Italian culture and language. The meeting was attended by a group of students who are interested in learning more about Italian culture and language. The society's first meeting was an opportunity for the members to get to know each other and to plan for upcoming events. The society's activities include cultural events, language practice sessions, and social gatherings. The Italian Society welcomes all students who are interested in learning more about Italian culture and language.

Faculty Committee For McGovern Meets

On Sept. 29, 1972, the faculty committee for McGovern met to discuss the candidates for the upcoming presidential election. The committee was comprised of faculty members from various departments and was tasked with making recommendations to the university administration. The committee discussed the candidates' qualifications and their potential impact on the university's policies and strategic directions. The committee's recommendations were presented to the university administration, which ultimately decided on the candidates to be supported.

Anti-Semitism in German College

Students in the 19th Century

By Joyce Rosenberg

On September 30, the History Society held a lecture on anti-Semitism in German college students in the 19th century. The lecture was given by Prof. Jules Feiffer, who is a member of the History Department. Prof. Feiffer discussed the historical context of anti-Semitism in Germany and its impact on the lives of college students during that time period. He highlighted the ways in which anti-Semitism was prevalent in German society and its influence on the students' attitudes and behaviors. The lecture was well-received by the attendees, who were interested in learning more about this important historical topic.

Law School Applicants Hear

Baird Law School and Barron's Pre-Law Advisor

On October 2, 1972, the Law School held an event for law school applicants. The event was organized by the Baird Law School and the Barron's Pre-Law Advisor. The event was attended by a group of students who were interested in pursuing a career in law. The event included a discussion on the law school application process, advice on choosing a law school, and an opportunity for students to network with current law students. The event was a valuable opportunity for students to learn more about the law school application process and to connect with other students who share their interests.
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National Coaches Day
Oct. 6, 1972

Basketball Managers

Student managers are being sought for the Baruch basketball teams. Anyone interested in the positions should contact head coach Bobby Sand or assistant coach Harold Rosenberg in the Athletic Dept., Room 27.

Basketball Coach

Workouts for the Baruch team will begin on Monday, October 12th. The season opens on Dec. 1 with a home game against New Palts State.

Cheerleaders Organizing

Anyone interested in becoming a Varsity Cheerleader should contact Mr. Howard Engel, Physical Education Department, as soon as possible. Mr. Engel is the team's advisor and is located in Room No. 7-220.

Cheerleading Physical Education Department, scheduled for the Baruch team will be held tomorrow afternoon at 3:00 in room 606. Any student wishing to tryout for the team should report to coach Bob Giaccone, head of the Team Advisor and is located in the 23rd Street Building.

Tennis

Tryouts for the Baruch tennis team will be held tomorrow afternoon at 3:00 in room 606. Any student wishing to tryout for the team should report to coach Bob Giaccone, who is the coach, located in the 23rd Street Building.

Tennis Equipment

Any student wishing to tryout for the team should report to coach Bob Giaccone, who is the coach, located in the 23rd Street Building.

Tennis Team Meetings

Any student wishing to tryout for the team should report to coach Bob Giaccone, who is the coach, located in the 23rd Street Building.
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